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Figure S1. The low-q enhanced data (large dots) compared to the data of standard setup (small
dots). The different forms of scattering curves allow distinguishing the overall shape of membrane
organization (SULVs vs. BLSs vs. EULVs).

Figure S2. Comparison of the membrane thickness relative changes obtained by the Kratky-Porod
approximation or by fitting the appropriate models (bilayered vesicles or randomly oriented
cylindrical core-shell objects with a circular cross-section). The changes in the obtained membrane
thicknesses are independent of the approximation model (compare the two broken lines) or the
model describing an overall shape of the membrane (compare the two solid lines).
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Figure S3. The relative changes to membrane thickness ΔD obtained for the systems based on
DPPC (A) or DMPC (B). The neat lipid systems are shown by empty symbols and those with the
addition of Aβ25-35 by solid ones. The changes are shown with respect to the neat lipid bilayer
thickness obtained at T=20°C. The vertical lines demarcate the phase transition temperatures for
neat lipid systems. The solid lines were added to guide the eyes, while the dashed lines were
adopted from the investigations of neat lipid bilayers 1.

Figure S4. The outer diameters of spherical ULVs or the circular cross-section outer diameters of
BLSs where appropriate, as obtained from SANS data for the systems based on DPPC (A) or
DMPC (B). The neat lipid systems are shown by empty symbols and those with the addition of
Aβ25-35 by solid ones. The elevated errors are obtained for the systems with a high-level
polydispersity.
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Figure S5. The complementary SAXS measurements for DPPC/Aβ25-35 system at various
temperatures. The curves corroborate the conclusions based on SANS data.

Figure S6. The relative changes to membrane thickness ΔD obtained from MD simulation results
of DPPC (empty circles) and DPPC/Aβ25-35 (solid circles) systems. The relative changes are shown
with respect to the neat DPPC bilayer thickness obtained at T=20°C.
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Figure S7. The analysis of experimental SANS curves was performed with the SASFit program 2
using the models of bilayered vesicles (left) or randomly oriented cylindrical core-shell objects
with a circular cross-section (right). The scattering intensity was calculated in the case of the
bilayered vesicle model as
I BLV (Q) = ( K (Q, Rc ,hsol - ht ) + K (Q, Rc + tt ,ht - hh ) + K (Q, Rc + tt + th ,hh - ht ) + K (Q, Rc + 2tt + th ,ht - hsol ) )
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with K (Q, R, Dh ) = 4 p R 3 Dh 3 sin(QR) - QR3cos(QR) ,
3

(QR )

where Rc is a radius of a core consisting of solvent, th is the thickness of lipid heads region and tt
that of lipid tails (from both monolayers), and hsol ,hh ,ht are the scattering length densities of
solvent, lipid heads, and lipid tails, respectively. The intensity in the case of the cylindrical shell
model was calculated as
ICylShell = ò ( KCyl (Q,hcore - hshell , R, L, x) + KCyl (Q,hshell - hsolv , R + t , L + 2t , x) ) dx
1

2

0

J1 (QR 1 - x 2 ) sin(QLx / 2)
with KCyl (Q, Dh , R, L, x) = 2p R LDh
,
QLx / 2
QR 1 - x 2
2

where R, L are the radius and height of core consisting of lipid tails, a is the thickness of shell
(lipid heads), and a are the scattering length densities of solvent, shell (lipid heads), and core (lipid
tails), respectively.
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